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title.Ahmed Musa Was Nigeria’s hope,
but succumbed to injury after falling

on the turf. In a tough display of
football, Nigeria went behind in the
17th minute of play at the Emirates
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pushed back by Arsenal, and never
really threatened the home team.
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first half, but the team failed to create
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second half was disastrous for
Nigeria, with the team in a total

malaise. Arsenal scored three goals
and won the match 3-1. Africa’s 2018
World Cup™ qualifiers are underway

and Nigeria and Egypt will play to
confirm their qualification to the 2019
African Cup of Nations. After a difficult
start of the campaign, Nigeria finally
has good news. In football, a win is a
win, and Nigeria have managed to
win. The team beat Liberia, 1-0,

yesterday, while Egypt have already
qualified and will play against Ethiopia
to confirm their spot at the showpiece

in Gabon. The question is: are the
Nigerian players starting to gel? “It’s
obviously positive for us that we’ve

managed to give our fans something
to be happy about,” said Hakeem
Mayekome, who scored his second

goal of the match for the Super
Eagles after 16 minutes of play. “I
think we’re happy with the way we

played, the way we competed.
Obviously, it was not a usual

performance and not a usual game
for us, but it’s a winning goal for us.

“It’s a good feeling. It’s what we
wanted, and we wanted to start on a
good note and we’re happy to have

started the year off with the victory.”
Nigeria came close to opening the
scoring in the 17th minute when
Victor Moses passed the ball to

Mayekome, but his shot went wide of
the goal. The hosts opened the attack
in the 31st minute and Moses had the
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ball at the center circle of the
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